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ABSTRACT: Idealized 3D numerical simulations are used to quantify the impact of movingmarine atmospheric boundary

layers (MABLs) on squall lines in an environment representative of the U.S. mid-Atlantic coastal plain. Characteristics of

the MABL, including depth and potential temperature, are varied. Squall lines are most intense while moving over the

deepest MABLs, while the storm encountering no MABL is the weakest. Storm intensity is only sensitive to MABL

temperature when theMABL is sufficiently deep. Collisions between the storm cold pools andMABLs transition storm lift

from surface-based cold pools to wavelike features, with the resulting ascent mechanism dependent on MABL density, not

depth. Bores form when the MABL is denser than the cold pool and hybrid cold pool–bores form when the densities are

similar. While these features support storms over theMABL, the type of lifting mechanism does not control storm intensity

alone. Storm intensity depends on the amplification and maintenance of these features, which is determined by the ambient

conditions. Isolated convective cells form ahead of squall lines prior to the cold pool–MABL collision, resulting in a rain

peak and the eventual discrete propagation of the storms. Cells form as storm-generated high-frequency gravity waves

interact with gravity waves generated by the moving marine layers, in the presence of reduced stability by the squall line

itself. No cells form in the presence of the storm or the MABL alone.
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1. Motivation

Squall lines and their associated hazards (flash flooding, high

winds, frequent lightning, small hail, tornadoes) impact a large

number of coastal regions globally: the eastern United States

(Lombardo and Colle 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013); the eastern

Mediterranean including Israel (Lensky and Schiff 2007) and

Turkey (Kömüşçü et al. 1998); the western Mediterranean,

including Spain (Tudurí and Ramis 1997; van Delden 1998;

Cohuet et al. 2011), France (Morel and Senesi 2002a,b), and

Italy (Kurz and Fontana 2004); China (Meng et al. 2013) and

islands within the South China Sea (Wang and Carey 2005); the

Philippines and Maritime Continent (Li et al. 2012; Ichikawa

and Yasunari 2007; Yuan and Houze 2010); regions of South

America, such as Brazil (Garstang et al. 1994; Greco et al. 1994;

Mattos and Machado 2011), Argentina and Uruguay (Salio

et al. 2007), Columbia and Ecuador (Warner et al. 2003);

southern (Blamey and Reason 2009) and western Africa

(Futyan and Genio 2007; DeLonge et al. 2010); and Australia

(Drosdowsky et al. 1989). As these deep convective storms

move over coastal regions, they are impacted by the underlying

surface and associated lower-tropospheric horizontal hetero-

geneities, which can include gradients in boundary layer tem-

perature and moisture, low-level wind, and surface friction

(Taylor et al. 1997; Clark et al. 2003, 2004; Lericos et al. 2007;

DeLonge et al. 2010; Wolters et al. 2010; Lombardo and Colle

2013; Peters and Hohenegger 2017; Lombardo and Kading

2018, hereafter LK18). The dynamic interconnectivity between

squall lines and the coastal environment results in particularly

challenging forecasts, andmotivates the need to quantify storm

responses to these heterogeneities.

While advancements have been made, the scope of the sci-

entific challenge is large. For example, a range of ambient

thermodynamic and vertical wind shear profiles can support

squall line organization (Weisman and Klemp 1982, hereafter

WK82; Weisman and Klemp 1984; Rotunno et al. 1988;

LeMone et al. 1998). Each environment within this range de-

fines the inherent characteristics of a storm, such as internal

thermodynamic processes, dynamic circulations, storm inten-

sity, lifetime, and hazards. Each unique storm will respond

differently to each type of coastal horizontal heterogeneity,

which have their own range of magnitudes and structures. This

sizable parameter space necessitates the use of systematic

studies to isolate the impact of each feature within different

base-state environments. This work quantifies squall line re-

sponse as it encounters a moving marine atmospheric bound-

ary layer (MABL), highlighting dynamic physical processes

supporting a discrete propagation prior to the encounter and

storm movement once over the stable layers, as well as the

sensitivity of storm intensity to differences in MABL temper-

ature and depth, determining characteristics that are the most

influential on squall line predictability.

a. Environment horizontal heterogeneities

Variations in the coastal surface (i.e., land versus ocean)

modify the overlying tropospheric thermodynamic instability

and vertical wind shear. Observational and numerical studies

have arrived at differing conclusions regarding the relative role

of these tropospheric variations on coastal squall lines. The

dominant role of instability gradients has been argued in the

context of an observed land-based early morning mesoscale

convective system (MCS) that crossed the West African

coastline (DeLonge et al. 2010). Surface fluxes modified the

spatial distribution of instability, specifically the development

of a high-CAPE, low-CIN environment over land, to which theCorresponding author: Kelly Lombardo, lombardo@psu.edu
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authors attribute the storm’s robustness upon its coastal ar-

rival. Weaker ocean sensible heat fluxes contributed to smaller

CAPE and larger CIN offshore, ultimately causing storm de-

cay. Given that the horizontal gradient in vertical wind shear

was minimal and supportive of MCSs both inland and offshore,

it was deemed less important.

Other studies have shown that coastal horizontal heteroge-

neities in vertical wind shear dominate storm response (Lericos

et al. 2007; Lombardo and Colle 2013). Numerically simulated

squall lines in an idealized environment representative of

western Florida (United States) were shown to decay moving

onshore due a reduction in the lower-tropospheric vertical

wind shear (Lericos et al. 2007). During both the simulated

‘‘nighttime’’ (i.e., Tlandsfc , Toceansfc) and ‘‘daytime’’ (i.e.,

Tlandsfc . Toceansfc), the near-surface vertical wind shear over

land was smaller than over water due to either the develop-

ment of a daytime sea breeze circulation, limited momentum

exchange across the top of the ‘‘nocturnal’’ inversion com-

bined with larger land friction, and/or modification of the

environment by the storm itself. Variations in instability were

deemed inconsequential given the large, most-unstable CAPE

(MUCAPE) over land during both daytime and nighttime, and

the availability of high-ue air above the 300-m-deep nocturnal

stable layer. Favorable instability in the presence of reduced

wind shear resulted in upshear tilted storm updrafts, which

promoted storm decay (Rotunno et al. 1988; Weisman et al.

1988; Weisman and Rotunno 2004).

Similarly, the importance of vertical wind shear was illus-

trated in the analysis of two New England (United States)

squall lines that originated over land and moved over the

coastal Atlantic (Lombardo and Colle 2013). It is often as-

sumed that most storms decay upon coastal crossing due to the

MABL-reduced instability, though this was not the case in the

aforementioned squall lines. One storm decayed at the coast as

it encountered a substantial reduction in wind shear over the

ocean, despite the moderate surface-based and elevated in-

stability (i.e., MUCAPE 5 1200–1600 J kg21) offshore. The

other storm survived as it moved into an environment with

lower stability (i.e., MUCAPE 5 400–800 J kg21), but larger

low-level vertical wind shear. To assess the role of the offshore

wind shear, the Atlantic Ocean was removed in the simulated

decaying-storm event. In the absence of an ocean, CAPE over

the former ocean surface increased, though vertical wind shear

through the depth of the storm cold pool decreased by 30%.

Despite the larger instability, the squall line decayed. The re-

lationship between wind shear and the storm’s cold pool

characteristics were implicitly linked to the coastal crossing

outcomes following arguments posed in Rotunno et al. (1988).

In an additional experiment, the simulated decaying storm be-

came more intense and longer-lived as it moved offshore when

its cold pool depth and negative temperature perturbation was

reduced, attributed to a ‘‘better balance’’ of the cold pool and

ambient wind shear circulations (Lombardo and Colle 2013).

b. Marine atmospheric boundary layer

Offshore squall line survival has also been considered in the

context of the source of parcel lift, in the presence of favorable

shear and some amount of instability (Lericos et al. 2007;

Lombardo and Colle 2013; LK18). Daytime squall lines over

land are typically supported by surface-based cold pool forced

ascent, though this may change once the storm encounters a

movingMABL (i.e., sea breeze). Lift can transition from a cold

pool to a bore after the cold pool collides with the sea breeze

(Wakimoto and Kingsmill 1995; Kingsmill and Crook 2003;

Lombardo and Colle 2013; LK18). A bore is a wavelike dis-

turbance that can form as two stably stratified fluids, of equal

or differing densities, encounter one another (Simpson 1982;

Rottman and Simpson 1989). In the atmosphere, bores have

been shown to form through the collision between two den-

sity currents, such as sea breezes and thunderstorm outflows

(Clark 1983, 1984; Smith 1986; Noonan and Smith 1986, 1987;

Kingsmill and Crook 2003), as well as in association with

nighttime mesoscale convective systems in the central Plains

as a storm cold pool interacts with the nocturnal inversion

(Haase and Smith 1984; Doviak and Ge 1984; Carbone et al.

1990; Fulton et al. 1990; Koch et al. 1991; Knupp 2006; Haghi

et al. 2019). For density currents that collide with one another,

bores generated may move in opposite directions away from

the source region (Clark 1983; Smith 1986); One propagates

along the interface between the denser gravity current and free

troposphere ahead of the now elevated, trailing lighter fluid,

and the other travels along the interface between the less dense

fluid, which is undercut by the denser fluid, and overlying

troposphere (Clark 1984; Kingsmill and Crook 2003). Unlike

the original density currents, classical bores transport no mass,

though, hybrid structures, which transport density current air

that has mixed into the leading edge of the bore have been

observed (Fulton et al. 1990; Haase and Smith 1989). Bores

have been shown to play an important role in the generation

and maintenance of convection, lifting air parcels as high as

900m (Parsons et al. 2019; Loveless et al. 2019). Therefore, for

bores that form in the coastal environment, the associated lift

can support deep convective storms as they move along the

stable MABL away from the coast.

Though it has been difficult to develop predictability metrics

for coastal bore development based on observed case studies

(Wakimoto and Kingsmill 1995; Kingsmill and Crook 2003),

more recent numerical modeling work (LK18) proposed that

buoyancy differences between the storm cold pool and MABL

offer insight. For a MABL with lower (i.e., more negative)

buoyancy than the storm cold pool, the collision produced a

bore. In the reverse scenario, forcing remained a cold pool.

When the buoyancy of the two was similar, forcing transitioned

to a hybrid cold pool–bore. These conclusions were drawn from

2D simulations initialized in a single environment (WK82),

which begs the question of the robustness of these results in

3D simulations with other base states.

c. Nocturnal boundary layer

Given similarities between MABLs and stable nocturnal

boundary layers, a brief comparison is warranted. A number of

studies have quantified the impact of nocturnal boundary

layers on inland MCSs, including the importance of storm-

generated bores in supporting preexisting or initiating new

convection (e.g., Dudhia et al. 1987; Crook andMoncrieff 1988;

Schmidt and Cotton 1990; Buzzi et al. 1991; Knupp 2006;
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Parker 2008; Schumacher 2009; French and Parker 2010;

Marsham et al. 2011; Trier et al. 2011; Schumacher 2015;

Parsons et al. 2019). Bores can form as convective downdrafts

impinge on the top of a mature nocturnal boundary layer (e.g.,

Marsham et al. 2011), or during the development of the stable

layer, supporting storms once the temperature of the layer

approaches that of the storm cold pool (Parker 2008). More

recently, results from the Plains Elevated Convection at Night

(PECAN) field campaign (Geerts et al. 2017) show that

elevated bores can develop within an inversion layer aloft in

association with cold pool layer lifting (Zhang et al. 2020). New

convection formed behind the bore due to enhanced instability

in the bore-modified environment leading to the discrete

propagation of the MCS. Bores within the surface-based noc-

turnal layer can induce CI as well, by reducing environmental

CIN and the level of free convection (LFC; Loveless et al. 2019;

Parsons et al. 2019).

Although parallels can be drawn between marine and noc-

turnal boundary layers, there can be notable differences re-

garding the interaction between a storm and each type of stable

layer. Coastal squall line outflow abruptly encounters a sea

breeze in the presence or absence of radiation, and vigorously

perturbs the stable layer from the side. Nocturnal squall lines

can vertically perturb a gradually developing or mature stable

nocturnal layer from above. Comparing these two scenarios,

the mechanisms by which bores form differ, which potentially

has implications for the resulting storm response. Often, however,

strong nocturnal boundary layer horizontal temperature gradients

exist inland, an environment much like the coastal zone.

d. Isolated cell development downstream of coastal
squall lines

An interesting precipitation evolution has been observed to

occur as squall lines approach the mid-Atlantic and New

England coastlines. Radar reflectivity has documented the

development of isolated convective cells forming 5–50 km

downstream of the primary squall lines, prior to their coastal

crossing attempt. For example, in their study of two observed

northeastern U.S. coastal squall lines, Lombardo and Colle

(2013) presented evidence of the development of just a few

isolated cells to a field of cells straddling the coastline parallel

to the main storms (their Figs. 6 and 14). The displaced gen-

eration of this new convection may increase coastal precipi-

tation, beyond that associated with the main squall line, and

cause precipitation to fall sooner than anticipated based on the

storm translational speed. Since this was not the focus of the

study, the associated physical processes went unexplored.

e. Approach

Our holistic goal is to identify robust similarities and dif-

ferences in storm-scale physical processes associated with

coastal storms across a broad range of MABL characteristics

and environmental conditions. This work addresses changes to

coastal squall line dynamics in 3D and in an environment

representative of the coastal midlatitudes, specifically the mid-

Atlantic, given the large population and frequency of coastal

squall lines in this region. Ultimately, quantifying consistent

responses across a broad range of conditions may lead to

improvements in predictability, including the associated haz-

ards. Section 2 describes the idealized numerical configuration,

including the MABL parameter space. Section 3 presents ev-

idence of the different ascent mechanisms that support storms

over the various MABLs, the associated ambient conditions,

and the evolving physical processes leading to downstream cell

development as the squall lines approach the stable layers.

Section 4 discusses the relationship between the postcollision

ascent mechanisms and storm intensity, alternate processes

leading to precollision downstream cell development, as well

as implications for squall line sensible hazards. A summary is

provided in section 5.

2. Numerical methods and data

Idealized numerical modeling offers the opportunity to

isolate the impact of a MABL on squall lines in the absence of

other complexities (e.g., synoptic forcing; Lombardo and Colle

2013). Storms are simulated in 3D using the Cloud Model 1

(CM1; Bryan and Fritsch 2002), with 200-m horizontal grid

spacing. The vertical spacing is stretched from 50m in the

lowest 3 km to 1000m at the 20-km model top, providing 95

vertical levels. The domain is 1000 km wide in the x direction

with open radiative boundaries, and 63 km wide in the y di-

rection with periodic boundaries. Upper and lower boundaries

are free slip, with a Rayleigh damping sponge layer above

15 km. A Klemp–Wilhelmson time-splitting vertically implicit

pressure solver is used, with a large time step of 0.75 s

following a Runge–Kutta scheme (Klemp and Wilhelmson

1978). A fifth-order scheme with implicit diffusion is used to

integrate the horizontal and vertical advection of velocities and

scalars, with a weighted essentially nonoscillatory (WENO)

scheme applied at the final Runge–Kutta time step to the ad-

vection of scalars (Shu 2001; Wicker and Skamarock 2002).

Storms are initiated using momentum forcing, with random

fluctuations to the initial perturbation u up to 62.0K to gen-

erate 3D circulations (Morrison et al. 2015). Forcing is cen-

tered 100 km from the left boundary, with a 10-km horizontal

radius, and decreases to zero by 1-h model time. Microphysical

processes are calculated with the double-moment Morrison

scheme (Morrison et al. 2009). Radiation and surface fluxes are

not included to simplify the interpretation of the solutions (i.e.,

no diurnal cycle), with subgrid scale turbulence parameterized

with a TKE scheme (Deardorff 1980).

a. Mid-Atlantic analytic vertical profile

The base-state analytic thermodynamic profile is based on

environments observed to support squall lines in the mid-

Atlantic coastal plain east of the Appalachian Mountains

(Letkewicz and Parker 2010). Storms that develop in this re-

gion have the potential to, and often do, move toward the

coastline and encounter the MABL. SBCAPE is 1500 J kg21

with 15m s21 of vertical wind shear in the lowest 3.5 km

(Fig. 1). Details are provided in the appendix.

b. MABL description

Sensitivity experiments include MABLs with different

buoyancy and depth values, common characteristics used to
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define a MABL. Simulations include either a 1500- or 750-m-

deep MABL with a 23- or 26-K u0, with perturbation values

based on the adjacent ambient air. Base-state moisture is ini-

tially preserved in the marine layer when the thermal pertur-

bation is applied. RH is therefore allowed to vary within the

marine layer, leading to increased saturation in the layer.

Values are informed by observed thermodynamic profiles

along the coastal mid-Atlantic [e.g., Chatham, Massachusetts

(CHH); Upton, New York (OKX); Wallops Island, Virginia

(WAL); Newport, North Carolina (MHX)] during the warm

season (June–August), previous 2D (LK18) and preliminary

3D experiments, and documentation in the literature (Keyser

and Anthes 1977; Miller et al. 2003; Crosman and Horel 2010;

Lombardo and Colle 2013; Nunalee and Basu 2014; Lombardo

et al. 2016, 2018; LK18). AMABL depth of 1500m reduces the

low-level potential instability in the marine environment, cre-

ating thermodynamically less favorable conditions for storms;

however, elevated instability is still present above the marine

layer, which has been shown to help support organized storms

over stable layers (Trier et al. 2006).

The MABL is inserted as a rectangular block at t 5 0 in the

right side of the domain, following LK18. Its depth decreases as

the dense air spreads across the domain toward the storm. To

obtain the targeted depth value at the time of collision with the

storm, MABL depth is initially 2 (1) km for the 1500 (750)-m-

deep experiments. The MABL ‘‘western’’ edge is staged to

ensure the cold pool–MABL collision is near 225min (model

time) and 300 km (in the x direction) for all simulations. All

storms reach maturity prior to interacting with the MABL.

3. Results

a. Precipitation evolution

The control experiment illustrates storm evolution in the

absence of a MABL, and is presented as a baseline for the

quantification of MABL impacts. Following initiation, con-

vection organizes into a quasi-linear squall line, with localized

regions of intense convection, as depicted by 2–7-km verti-

cally averaged precipitation mixing ratio maxima (qprcp .
1.28 g kg21; Fig. 2a). Several hours after initiation (195min),

domainmaximum surface rainfall rate is 140mmh21 (Table 1),

total volume of precipitation mixing ratio mass . 5 g kg21

(.3 g kg21) is 145 km3 (1340 km3; Table 2), with a maximum

updraft velocity (wmax) of 33.9m s21 (Table 3). As the squall

line traverses the domain, its spatial structure remains similar,

as depicted by the vertically averaged qprcp (Fig. 2b). Though

there are small increases in surface rainfall rate (rrmax,

15mmh21 increase; Table 1) as well as domain total volume

mixing ratio mass .5 and .3 g kg21 (1% and 14% increase,

respectively; Table 2) between 195 and 300min, signs of

weakening are apparent with a reduction in wmax (28.9m s21;

Table 3) and domain total volume of wmax exceeding 10m s21

(21%; Table 4). By 405min, weakening is evident in the pre-

cipitation fields (Fig. 2c), with a substantial drop in total mass

within the most convectively active segments of the line. The

volume of qprcp mass exceeding 5 and 3 g kg21 decreases 45%

and 50%, respectively (Table 2). The squall line continues to

weaken (Fig. 2d), with a reduction in all provided intensity

metrics, and ultimately decays within the domain. Considering

precipitation metrics of rainfall rate, precipitation mixing ratio

mass, and rain mass (Fig. 3), this is the weakest storm of the

experiments.

Storm evolutions in the presence of the MABLs are initially

similar to the control (not shown); however, as the storms

approach the marine layers, they intensify (Figs. 4a–7a).

Considering the storm interaction with the coldest, deepest

(26-K-u0, 1500-m-deep)MABL, rrmax is 40% larger than in the

absence of a MABL (Table 1), with the greatest convective

precipitation mass among the experiments (Table 2). A key

contributor to the increase in precipitation is the development

of a 50-km-wide field of isolated cells that forms in front of

and parallel to the squall line, approximately thirty minutes

prior to its collision with the MABL (Fig. 4a). The develop-

ment of these cells is associated with the discrete propaga-

tion of the storm as it moves toward the marine environment.

The evolution of ambient conditions leading to the develop-

ment of the cells and the dominant physical processes are de-

tailed in section 3d. Domain total rain mass increases and

peaks prior to the interaction (collision) between storm cold

pool and MABL, and is largest among the experiments at this

time (Fig. 3).1

Following, the squall line reorganizes and moves over the

stable layer as a linearly coherent system (Fig. 4b). By 300min,

rrmax is 239mmh21, 50% greater than the control storm at this

FIG. 1. SkewT –logp diagram of the analytic mid-Atlantic profile

with temperature in red and dewpoint in green. The LFC is 843 hPa

(blue dot) and LCL is 891 hPa (black dot). The path of a lifted

surface parcel is traced in black, with CAPE (CIN) shaded in

pink (blue).

1 The larger total rain prior to 125min is due to the transient

precipitation associated with the insertion of the MABL.
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time (Table 1). Volume of qprcp. 5 g kg21 and qprcp . 3 g kg21

are 150% and 200% larger, respectively, than the control

(Table 2). These increases are, in part, due to the larger volume

of strong convective updrafts within the storm, with 50%more

updrafts .15m s21, 100% more updrafts .10m s21, and a

4.3m s21 increase in wmax (Tables 3 and 4). Storm intensity

then declines (Fig. 4c), with maximum rainfall rate and updraft

velocity similar to the control storm by 405min (Tables 1 and

3); however, the overall volume of convective updrafts and the

associated precipitation remains relatively larger (Tables 2 and

4, Fig. 3). The storm remains more intense than the control

storm as it continues across the domain (Fig. 4d), with more

convective updrafts (Table 4), larger maximum updraft ve-

locity (Table 3), larger rain rate (Table 1), and more total

rain (Fig. 3).

When the MABL depth is halved (0.75 km, Fig. 5), new

convective cells still form ahead of the primary line as the

storm and MABL approach one another (Fig. 5a). Maximum

rainfall and updraft velocity are slightly greater than for the

storm encountering the deep MABL (7% and 5%, respec-

tively; Tables 1 and 3), though the volume of convective up-

drafts, volume of qprcp, and rrmax are notably smaller (Tables 2

and 4, Fig. 3). Following the storm–MABL collision, evidence

suggests that the squall line is initially more intense, but with

smaller areas of convective activity than the storm over the

deep MABL (Fig. 5b). At 300min, total volume of stronger

updrafts (.15m s21) and higher convective precipitation mass

(qprcp . 5 g kg21) are 38% and 13% greater, respectively;

however, the volume of qprcp . 3 g kg21 is 30% smaller, vol-

umes of w. 10m s21 are similar, and total rain mass is smaller

(Fig. 3). Over the following several hours, the storm weakens

more slowly (Figs. 5c,d), with smaller decreasing trends for all

updraft and precipitation metrics than for the storm over the

deep MABL.

For squall lines encountering the two less cold, 23-K-u0

MABLs, cells also form prior to the cold pool–MABL collision

(Figs. 6a and 7a), though there is less convective precipitation

than in the presence of their colder MABL counterparts with

the same depths at this time.2 Maximum rainfall is 10%–20%

lower (Table 1), convective precipitation mass (both .5

and .3 g kg21) is 60% less (Table 2), and convective updraft

volume (both .15 and .10m s21) is 38%–46% less (Table 4),

contributing to less total rain (Fig. 3).

Once over the MABLs, these relationships vary as a func-

tion time. For storms over the deepMABLs, rain rates over the

–3-K-u0 MABL remain 10%–44% lower (Table 1), though

precipitation mixing ratio is more variable considering both

FIG. 2. Four-panel plan view of 2–7-km vertically averaged precipitation mixing ratio (g kg21) for the control experiment with no MABL

at (a) 195, (b) 300, (c) 405, and (d) 525min.

TABLE 1. Domain maximum surface rainfall rate (mmh21).

Time 1 is 195min for the no MABL, 26-K-u0 1500-m MABL,

and 23-K-u0 750-m MABL experiments; time 1 is 210min for the

26-K-u0 750-m MABL experiment and 180min for the 23-K-u0

1500-m MABL experiment. Time 2 is 300min, time 3 is 405min,

and time 4 is 525min for all experiments.

MABL Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Time 4

No MABL 140.0 156.3 129.0 70.6

26-K-u0 1500m 194.8 239.0 122.1 73.1

26-K-u0 750m 208.5 188.4 158.0 114.4

23-K-u0 1500m 176.6 132.1 96.2 56.7

23-K-u0 750m 164.9 145.2 141.5 94.2

2 The early development of cells (180min) in the presence of

the 23-K-u0 1.5-km-deep MABL is associated with a 10–15min

earlier collision time.
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quantitative metrics and spatial distribution (Figs. 4b–d and

6b–d). Total volume of qprcp. 5 g kg21 is 47% larger at 300min

and qprcp . 3 g kg21 is nonzero at 525min, but qprcp values are

smaller at other times. Maximum updraft velocity is 2.4–

9.1m s21 smaller and total convective updraft volume is 44%–

88% less, with the exception of the stronger convective updraft

volume at 525min, when both values are effectively zero

(Table 4). This combination indicates that the storm over the

less cold MABL is weaker, and contributes to less total rain

associated with the storm (Fig. 3).

For storms over the shallowMABLs, their relative strengths

compared to one another change overtime. At 300min, the

storm over the 23-K-u0 MABL is weaker, with a 2.4m s21

smaller maximum updraft velocity, 66% and 46% smaller

volume of w . 15 and . 10m s21, respectively, 22% smaller

maximum rainfall rate, and 60% smaller volume of qprcp .
5 g kg21. Volume of qprcp . 3 g kg21 is 5% larger. By 405min,

however, the storm over the 23-K-u0 MABL is more intense,

with a 3.2m s21 larger maximum updraft velocity, as well as a

larger volume of the most intense updrafts and precipitation:

w . 15m s21 is 35% larger and qprcp . 5 g kg21 is 40% larger.

Volumes of w . 10m s21 and qprcp . 3 g kg21 are similar be-

tween the two storms at this time. By 525min, storm intensity is

more similar given variability among the metrics, with a 289%

(due to changes in small values) larger volume of qprcp .
5 g kg21 and a 1.4m s21 higher wmax, though qprcp . 3 g kg21

(30%), maximum rainfall rate (18%), volume of w. 15 and.
10m s21 (54% and 46%, respectively) are smaller. For these

two storms, the more intense storm (i.e., the storm over

the 26-K u0 vs 23-K u0) changes with time and changes based

on the intensity metric at a given time. Consequently, total rain

mass for the two storms is similar (Fig. 3), suggesting little

sensitivity to MABL u0 for sufficiently shallow MABLs.

Finally, two notable differences exist comparing storms en-

gaging with a deep versus a shallow MABL. First, the pre-

collision total rain peak occurs closer to the collision time for

storms over shallow MABLs (Fig. 3). Sensitivity of cell de-

velopment and the associated rain peak to collision timing is

addressed in section 3e, and illustrates that neither are de-

pendent on storm age. Second, at 525min, maximum rainfall

rate, maximum updraft velocity, precipitation mixing ratio

volume, and updraft volume are all substantially larger for

storms over the shallow MABLs, indicating a later decay time.

b. Physical processes associated with traversing the MABL

Once over the MABL, the storm precipitation evolution is

dependent on the physical mechanisms that provide ascent.

This will be addressed in the following sections, but only for

storms interacting with two deep (1.5-km) MABLs, given that

1) differences in qprcp, through visual inspection and metrics

such as maximum rainfall rate, are more sensitive to MABL u0

FIG. 3. Time series of the total mass of rain in the domain for the

control experiment with noMABL (black), storms interacting with

the 1.5- (solid) and 0.75-km (dashed)-deep 23-K-u0 MABL (red),

and storms interacting with the 1.5- (solid) and 0.75-km (dashed)-

deep26-K-u0 MABL (blue). The gray line marks the approximate

time of collision (225min) between the storms and MABLs.

TABLE 4. Domain total volume (km3) of updrafts with velocity

greater than 15m s21 (top row of each simulation) and 10m s21

(bottom row of each simulation). Times as in Table 1.

Simulation Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Time 4

No MABL 41.9 41.9 17.3 0

177.8 140.5 91.1 1.3

26-K-u0 1500m 220.6 61.2 29.6 1

703.4 275.5 156.2 19.7

26-K-u0 750m 171.5 84.0 52.3 28.2

510.5 291.3 202.5 104.5

23-K-u0 1500m 118.7 30.0 3.7 0

416.1 155.4 51.9 3.5

23-K-u0 750m 105.3 28.3 70.8 12.9

417.2 158.4 202.0 55.7

TABLE 2. Domain total volume (km3) of precipitation mixing

ratio mass greater than 5 g kg21 (top row of each simulation) and

3 g kg21 (bottom row of each simulation). Times as in Table 1.

Simulation Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Time 4

No MABL 144.8 155.1 84.6 0

1339.1 1529.2 769.1 0

26-K-u0 1500m 797.8 385.5 377.3 0

5147.2 4547.8 4171.2 0.2

26-K-u0 750m 784.5 437.3 585.3 30.6

3518.6 3121.2 3509.2 1850.4

23-K-u0 1500m 329.0 566.6 51.9 0

3551.8 3883.1 2196.2 453.1

23-K-u0 750m 324.9 174.7 819.1 119.3

2464.3 3281.1 3539.3 1308.2

TABLE 3. Domain maximum updraft velocity (m s21). Times as in

Table 1.

MABL Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Time 4

No MABL 33.9 28.9 27.3 12.8

26-K-u0 1500m 36.4 33.2 27.6 18.0

26-K-u0 750m 38.5 30.9 30.3 26.6

23-K-u0 1500m 39.7 25.4 18.5 15.6

23-K-u0 750m 29.2 28.5 33.5 28.0
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than depth postcollision, and 2) the impact of MABL u0 on
total rain is larger for storms over the deep MABLs.

1) BORE FORCED ASCENT

The storm ascent mechanism after the initial interac-

tion between its cold pool and the MABL is dependent on the

cold pool–MABL buoyancy relationship described in LK18.

Figure 8 illustrates y-averaged cross sections of buoyancy

and vertical motion before and after the storm collides with

the 26-K-u0 1.5-km-deep MABL. Buoyancy is calculated as

perturbations from the base-state environment. Prior to colli-

sion, the storm is supported by surface-based cold pool ascent

as it moves from west to east. Here, the cold pool buoyancy

deficit (left side of the domain) is smaller than the buoyancy

deficit of the MABL (right side of the domain). This sets the

stage for the transition to a new ascent mechanism following

their interaction. The collision generates a bore evidenced by

the characteristic periodic ascending and descending motion at

and behind the storm’s leading edge, and the absence of a

buoyancy gradient within the lowest 1 km (Fig. 8b). The bore

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2, but for the storm interacting with a 26-K-u0 1.5-km-deep MABL at (a) 195, (b) 300, (c) 405, and (d) 525min.

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 2, but for the storm interacting with a 26-K-u0 0.75-km-deep MABL at (a) 210, (b) 300, (c) 405, and (d) 525min.
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serves as the source of parcel lift as it propagates along the top

of the MABL (Figs. 8d,e). Parcels originating above (1500–

2000m) and within the upper portion of the MABL (500–

1000m, 1000–1500m) rise into the storm updraft, though

parcels originating from the lowest levels (surface–500m), thus

with the lowest buoyancy, remain near the surface. This bore-

generated ascent is the largest of the experiments, supporting

the production of the most total rain (Fig. 3). A bore also forms

and provides lift for the storm interacting with the shallower,

0.75-km26-K-u0MABL, though themagnitude of the ascent is

smaller (not shown).

Additional evidence of bore development is provided in

y-averaged cross sections of total vertical acceleration, the ver-

tical acceleration component from flow dynamics (Fig. 9a), and

the vertical acceleration component from buoyancy (Fig. 9b).

Decomposition of the total vertical acceleration illustrates the

physical processes associated with the vertical acceleration.

Patterns in these fields aid in the identification of the type of

ascent mechanism associated with the acceleration. For

density currents, the dynamic pressure perturbation is

maximized in front of the cold pool leading edge, associated

with ascent at the leading edge, while the buoyant pressure

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 2, but for the storm interacting with a 23-K-u0 1.5-km-deep MABL at (a) 180, (b) 300, (c) 405, and (d) 525min.

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 2, but for the storm interacting with a 23-K-u0 0.75-km-deep MABL at (a) 195, (b) 300, (c) 405, and (d) 525min.
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perturbation is maximized behind, associated with the

horizontal movement of the current. For gravity waves, an

oscillatory pattern in both the dynamic and buoyant pres-

sure perturbation fields is common. The total pressure

perturbation p0 in the anelastic, inviscid Lagrangian vertical

momentum equation can be separated into the dynamic

pressure perturbation p0d from variations in the flow field

and the buoyant pressure perturbation p0d from variations

in density,

Dw

Dt
52

1

r

›p0d
›z

1

�
2
1

r

›p0d
›z

1B

�
, (1)

where r is the base-state density (Emanuel 1994; Davies-Jones

2003; Doswell and Markowski 2004). The first term on the

right-hand side of Eq. (1) is the dynamic vertical perturbation

pressure gradient acceleration (DVPPGA), the local acceler-

ation due to the dynamic vertical perturbation pressure gra-

dient force. The remaining terms comprise the buoyant

contribution to the total vertical acceleration independent

of the base state, including the local acceleration due to the

buoyant vertical perturbation pressure gradient force and

buoyancy B. By definition, effective buoyancy force (b) is

defined as

b5 r

�
2
1

r

›p0d
›z

1B

�
. (2)

Here, the buoyancy contribution toDw/Dt is presented in units

of acceleration, b/r (Jeevanjee and Romps 2015).

The oscillating pattern of positive and negative total vertical

acceleration within the lowest 1 km echoes patterns in vertical

FIG. 8. Cross sections of 30–35-km y-averaged buoyancy (m s22, shaded) and vertical motion (0.5, 1.5, 3, and

6m s21 contoured black,20.5,21.5,23, and26m s21 contoured orange) for the storm interacting with the26-K-u0

1.5-km-deepMABL at (a) 165 and (b) 375min (includes vertical motion values of 0.1 and20.1m s21 in dashed, and

potential temperature contours every 2 K in aquamarine beginning at 284K). Note that the horizontal domain in

(b) is zoomed in to 445–475 km. (c),(top to bottom) Time series located at 480 km of 30–35-km y-averaged 500-m

potential temperature (u500m), 500-m pressure (p500m), 500-m water vapor mixing ratio (qy-500m), 25-m temperature

(Tsfc), and surface wind (usfc). Cross sections of 30–35-km y-averaged passive tracers released at 375min initialized

between 460 and 470 km in the horizontal, and between the surface and 500m (shaded purple), 500 and 1000m

(shaded orange), 1000 and 1500m (shaded gray), and 1500 and 2000m (shaded blue) in the vertical at (d) 385 and

(e) 395min, as shown in (b). Buoyancy , 20.05m s22 is shaded light blue.
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motion field. The contribution from the DVPPGA to the total

field is clear, with the magnitude and location of both aligned

through much of the bore. Buoyancy-related physical pro-

cesses are critical as well, especially within an elevated region

(0.5–3.0 km) at the storm leading edge (462 km). Here, positive

b associated with the approaching ridge dominates the total

vertical acceleration, followed by the complementary negative

acceleration associated with the trough. Behind this leading

edge and within the lowest 1 km, the role of b is smaller.

Bore passage is also evident in y-averaged time series of

elevated (500-m u, 500-m pressure, 500-m qy) and surface

(temperature, wind) variables (Fig. 8c). Analysis begins at

375min and is located at x5 480km, to capture thewave featured

in the vertical motion and acceleration fields (Figs. 8 and 9).

Advancement of the initial ridge is indicated by a decrease in

u500m, an increase in p500m, qy-500m, and Tsfc, and a shift to

westerly usfc over a 20-min period (purple shading). By

400min, the ridge peak is located over the reference point, as

variables reach their maximum or minimum values. Over the

following 20min (400–420min), trough passage exhibits the

opposite trend: an increase in u500m, a decrease in p500m,

qy-500m, and Tsfc, and a shift to easterly usfc (gray shading).

After 420min, trends initially show the next approaching

wave crest (purple), though only for 5min. Instead, easterly

surface winds intensify, p500m decreases, and the rate of change in

u500m and qy-500m is dampened (dashed line). This change may

signal the smaller amplitude and period of an approaching sec-

ond wave, with trends illustrating the muted reflection of the

FIG. 9. Cross sections of total vertical acceleration (0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04m s21 contoured black;20.005,

20.01,20.02,20.03, and20.04m s21 contoured brown), plotted with (left) dynamic vertical perturbation pressure

gradient acceleration (positive values shaded green, negative values shaded purple) and (right) effective buoyancy

(positive values shaded red, negative values shaded blue), for storms interacting with the (a),(b) 26-K-u0 1.5-km-

deep MABL at 375min, (c),(d) 23-K-u0 1.5-km-deep MABL at 375min, and (e),(f) no MABL at 360min.

Calculation methods follow LK18.
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trough. Perhaps, however, this is the passage of the storm cold

pool, with an increase in p500m and qy-500m, a decrease in u500m, a

subtle decrease in Tsfc, and a relaxed easterly usfc. Regardless

of the feature, each is convolved with the advancement of the

MABL, marked by a sustained easterly usfc component.

2) COLD POOL–BORE HYBRID FORCED ASCENT

For the storm interacting with the less cold MABL, the

buoyancy of the cold pool and MABL are similar (Fig. 10). In

this regime, the cold pool–MABL collision results in a feature

that is neither a clear cold pool nor bore. Rather, a cold pool–

bore hybrid develops. A broad, weak ascent–descent couplet

marks the leading edge of the storm, indicative of vertical

motion associated with a cold pool; however, there is evidence

of embedded bore motion. Within the broad region of ascent

are two distinct maxima located near 450 and 445 km, with

a relative minimum in vertical motion between. Similarly,

two lobes are present within the broad region of descent,

centered at 440 and 435 km. The alternating enhancements and

weaknesses within the larger region of ascent–descent suggest

that vertical motion associated with a cold pool and bore are

superposed. Initially, air above the stable layer (1500–2000m)

rises in response to the leading ascent maxima (Fig. 10d), while

air within the MABL (500–1500m) ascends in response to the

second ascent maximum (Fig. 10e). A hybrid feature forms

following the collision with the shallower, 0.75-km, 23-K-u0

MABL as well. Ascent–descent structures are similar, though

narrower horizontally and shallower vertically, and smaller in

magnitude (not shown).

A similar superposition is evident in the vertical acceleration

fields. One primary region of positive acceleration is located at

the leading edge of the storm between 445 and 447 km, a fea-

ture typically associated with cold pool–forced ascent (Fig. 9c);

however, both the DVPPGA and b contribute to this maxi-

mum equivalently, unlike cold pool forced ascent (Fig. 9d).

Further, two areas of smaller negative acceleration flank the

main region of positive acceleration, both of which are domi-

nated by buoyancy processes. Therefore, there is evidence of

acceleration associated with a cold pool and a bore. For com-

parison, note that the bore signal is more obvious for the storm

over the26-K-u0 MABL, and there is little evidence of a single

primary region of acceleration. Smaller values of vertical motion

and acceleration for the storm over the 23-K-u0 MABL are

consistent with the smaller rain mass totals (Fig. 3).

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 8, but for the storm interacting with a 23-K-u0 1.5-km-deep MABL. Potential temperature

contours begin at 286K. (b) The horizontal domain is zoomed in to 435–465 km. Passive tracers are released at

375min initialized between 455 and 465 km in the horizontal.
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Passage of this hybrid feature leads to a complex time

series evolution (Fig. 10c). If the passage of a cold pool

boundary is defined by a decrease in u500m, a gust front

moves over the location between 395 and 405 min, com-

plemented by an increase in p500m, qy2500m, and westerly

winds at the surface (purple shading); however, Tsfc does not

decrease as one would expect, but remains constant.

Considering the passage of bore instead, trends in the var-

iables show an approaching ridge from 395 to 405min, ex-

cept for Tsfc, which is expected to increase. If both are

present simultaneously (i.e., hybrid), their combined and

competing influence could cause Tsfc to remain unchanged,

which is likely the case here. For completeness, if the pas-

sage of a cold pool is defined by a decrease in Tsfc, the gust

front arrives at 405min, though there is little evidence of

this in other variables.

On the back side of the hybrid cold pool–bore ridge,

there are small amplitude fluctuations in u500m (e.g., in-

crease then decrease in u500m), p500m, qy2500m, and usfc, with

trends indicative of a higher-frequency, smaller-amplitude

trough–ridge wave couplet (405–410 min, blue shading).

Subsequently, the larger-amplitude, lower-frequency trough

(and complement to the ridge) passes over between 410

and 418 min (gray shading). After, there is again evidence a

higher-frequency, smaller-amplitude wave (418–425 min,

blue shading) embedded within a second larger-amplitude,

lower-frequency ridge (purple shading). The associated

trough (425–437 min, gray) and then a third lower-frequency

wave ridge (438–447 min, purple) follow, ending the passage

of the hybrid feature. This evolution shows that gravity

waves within the hybrid feature can have multiple fre-

quencies. For other hybrid forced storms, the details of

such a complex time series will vary, though the funda-

mental integration of both a cold pool and bore in the var-

iable signals will remain.

3) COLD POOL FORCED ASCENT

In the absence of a MABL, forcing for ascent remains a cold

pool, as expected (Fig. 11), with notably weaker vertical mo-

tion than for storms over the marine layers, leading to the

precipitation trends. At 165min, the buoyancy and vertical

motion fields resemble those of the other experiments prior to

theMABL interaction at this same time (Fig. 11a). By 360min,

the vertical motion and the buoyancy perturbations are much

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 8, but for the control experiment with no MABL included at (a) 165 and (b) 360min. Passive

tracers are released at 360min initialized between (d) 410–420 km (solid lines) and (e) 425–435 km (dashed lines) in

the horizontal, with their location shown at 380min only.
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smaller, and the storm updraft appears to have split (Fig. 11b).3

One portion is located at the edge of the weakening cold pool

(420–425 km), downstream of the main convective storm.

Another is more elevated and collocated with the convective

line (405–410 km). This second region of ascent is the primary

forcing for the decaying storm, associated with dynamically

driven small positive vertical acceleration (Figs. 9e,f). Passive

tracers released immediately downstream of both the elevated

(Fig. 11d) and surface-based (Fig. 11e) ascent illustrate that air

is no longer being ingested into the decaying storm at this time.

Time series illustrate the cold pool passage as it surges ahead of

the storm (Fig. 11c). The gust front moves over the location be-

tween 405 and 415min, evidenced by a decrease in u500m andTsfc,

an increase in p500m and qy-500m, and an increase in westerly winds

(blue shading). Comparison to the time series of the hybrid fea-

ture further emphasizes that it is not strictly a cold pool (Fig. 10).

c. Environments supporting the bore and hybrid feature

For the bore to serve as the lifting mechanism for the squall

line over the marine layer, a wave duct is needed to prevent the

wave energy from vertically propagating away. Requirements

for internal wave ducting are thought to include 1) a near-

surface or surface-based stable layer to serve as a waveguide,

FIG. 12. Cross sections following the collision with a 26-K-u0 1.5-km-deep MABL at 375min of 30–35-km

y-averaged (a) ues (K, shaded), wind vector arrows, and precipitationmixing ratio (0.16 g kg21 contoured solid gray,

0.64 g kg21 contoured dashed gray); (b) gradient Richardson number (unitless, 0.25 isoline contoured solid teal, 2.0

isoline contoured dashed teal, Ri , 0.25 shaded white, 0.25 , Ri , 2.0 shaded dark teal, Ri . 2 shaded light teal);

and (c) dues/dz, 0Km21 (shaded orange), c2U, 0m s21 (shaded black), 0, c2U, 1m s21 (shaded dark gray),

1, c2U, 2m s21 shaded light gray, 0 m s21 contoured solid black, 1m s21 contoured dashed black, and 2m s21

contoured dashed gray.

3 Buoyancy and ascent fields are presented for an earlier time

(360min) primarily to illustrate features sooner in the weakening

phase before the storm decays.
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2) an overlying neutrally stable or unstable layer to serve as a

reflecting layer, and 3) a critical level (i.e., where the wave

ground-relative phase speed c and direction are similar to the

mean flowU) embedded within the unstable layer, as a critical

layer within the stable wave duct would lead to the absorption

of the wave (Lindzen and Tung 1976; Crook 1988; Kingsmill

and Crook 2003; Ruppert and Bosart 2014). In the presence

of a critical level, wave ducting may occur for a range of

Richardson number (Ri) values (a measure of dynamic insta-

bility) within the unstable layer. A large fraction of the wave

energy can be reflected for 0.25 , Ri , 2, rather than being

transmitted through or absorbed by the critical level (Breeding

1971; Wang and Lin 1999). Further, gravity waves are thought

to be composed of a number of wave modes with differing

phase speeds, which supports the presence of a critical layer

rather than a critical level (Lin 2007). Consequently, c 2 U 5
0m s21 may not be a rigid requirement, and values near zero

may suffice. This is especially true for waves in the presence of

convection. Convection may alter characteristics of the envi-

ronment and the local gravity waves, impacting both the mean

flow and wave phase speed. Further, given that c is typically

calculated as a temporal average, both c and c 2 U will be

sensitive to the time over which the average is performed.

Large vertical wind shear has also been shown to favor trap-

ping of low-level internal wave energy (Doviak and Ge 1984;

Crook 1986, 1988; Fulton et al. 1990; Fovell et al. 2006). The

presence of a jet within the stable layer, which opposes wave

motion and produces a reversal of wind direction between the

stable layer and the overlying atmosphere (i.e., a region of

curvature) can trap wave energy (Crook 1988).

Figures 12–14 illustrate that conditions are present to sup-

port internal gravity wave (bore) ducting for the storm over the

coldest MABL, and conditions limit or prevent gravity wave

maintenance for the storms over the less cold and no MABL.

For the storm over the 26-K-u0 1.5-km-deep MABL, the

downstream environment favors gravity wave ducting

(Fig. 12). The conditionally stable layer in the lowest 1 km

(dues/dz . 0Km21) associated with the MABL serves as the

waveguide, bounded by a conditionally unstable layer above

from 1 to 3.5 km (dues/dz , 0Km21; Figs. 12a,c). Within the

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12, but for the storm colliding with the 23-K-u0 1.5-km-deep MABL.
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unstable layer near the storm (458–464 km), 0.25 , Ri , 2 be-

tween 1 and 2km, which supports wave reflection (Fig. 12b). A

discussed above, the determination of the c 2 U 5 0 criteria

depends on the value of c, which can vary in time and on the

calculation method. As such, the sensitivity of this condition is

tested by calculating the phase speed for different time inter-

vals between 300 and 450min, using several variables to track

the squall line leading edge, including precipitation mixing

ratio with threshold values of 0.04 and 0.16 g kg21, buoyancy

with threshold values of 20.05m s22 and 20.1m s22, as well

as potential temperature , 297K. Postcollision values of c

range between 15.7 and 17.6m s21. For this analysis, a phase

speed of 17.6m s21 is used, yielding the most conservative es-

timate of regions with c2U5 0m s21 (i.e., larger phase speeds

yield smaller/fewer regions of c 2 U 5 0m s21). Between 450

and 460 km, c 2 U approaches zero between 1.5 and 2.5 km in

height, indicating that a critical layer may be present in the

unstable layer where 0.25 , Ri , 2 (Fig. 12c). Further, the

critical layer is horizontally collocated with the region of os-

cillating vertical motion and acceleration associated with the

bore presented in Figs. 8 and 9. Given that the region of c 2
U 5 0, 0.25 , Ri , 2, and the trapped waves are in such close

proximity to the storm, one could hypothesize that the storm

helps to trap the waves through modification to the vertical

wind shear. Immediately ahead of the storm (.460 km), a low-

level jet associated with the MABL leads to an increase in

vertical wind shear, which may also trap wave energy in the

vicinity of the storm.

For the storm over the 23-K-u0 MABL, several of the

conditions necessary to support wave trapping are marginal

or not present: 1) stability in the lowest 1-km is marginal, and 2) a

critical layer is absent (largest postcollision c 5 17.3m s21;

Fig. 13). Regardless, a hybrid feature develops. We hypothesize

that perturbations to the stable layer from above due to storm

downdrafts may support the continuous development of weak

gravitywaves (e.g., Fovell et al. 2006), but the environment cannot

support their movement away from the source region. Therefore,

the waves remain collocated with the generation of the cold pool.

For completeness, a similar analysis is presented for

the control experiment with no MABL. A low-level stable

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 12, but at 360min for the control experiment with no MABL.
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FIG. 15. Cross sections of the experiment with a 26-K-u0 1.5-km-deep MABL of 30–35-km

y-averaged passive tracers released between the surface and 500m (shaded purple, 100% and 10%

intervals contoured purple), between 500 and 1000m (shaded orange, 100% and 10% intervals

contoured orange), and between 1000 and 1500m (shaded gray, 100% and 10% intervals contoured

black), buoyancy (20.05 , B , 20.01m s22 shaded light blue, B , 20.05m s22 shaded dark blue),
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layer, favorable Ri values, and a critical layer are all ab-

sent (Fig. 14).

d. Physical mechanisms surrounding precollision
cell development

The precipitation maxima that form prior to the collision

between the storm cold pools and MABLs (Fig. 3) are asso-

ciated with generation of cells ahead of the primary storm

systems (Figs. 4–7). The development of these isolated cells

illustrates the initial stages of the discrete propagation of the

squall lines as they encounter the marine layers. These cells

organize into the new leading edge of the storm (not shown).

Here, we describe the evolving ambient conditions that lead to

cell development, and present evidence that the source of these

cells is the conjunction of modifications to the environment by

the storm and marine layer. For consistency, this analysis

highlights storms interacting with the two deep marine layers.

As the coldest, deepest MABL moves across the domain,

air parcels in front of the density current are initially lifted,

but descend as they move over the MABL (Figs. 15a,b). A

weak alternating ascent–descent pattern generated by the

MABL causes air parcels to vertically oscillate with minimal

displacement (,1 km). Their vertical displacement increases

as the storm and the MABL approach one another. Once the

two are 20 km apart, the vertical motion amplifies, precipitat-

ing convective cells form (Fig. 15c), and air parcels rise into the

developing cells (Fig. 15d).

Previous studies have documented the development of

isolated convective cells downstream of preexisting squall

lines (Thorpe et al. 1982; Fovell et al. 2006). Cells have been

shown to develop in association with convectively gener-

ated gravity waves that form in response to latent heating

originating from the primary squall line, in observations

(Bosart and Seimon 1988; Lin and Goff 1988) and numerical

simulations (Fovell et al. 1992, 2006; LK18). The gravity

waves generated comprise a broad range of frequencies

(Alexander and Holton 2004), with different wavelengths

and spectra, each modulating the environment uniquely.

Low-frequency waves (‘‘n 5 2’’; Nicholls et al. 1991) pro-

duce ascent in the lower troposphere, which cools and

moistens the atmosphere, brings it closer to saturation, and

creates a more favorable environment for convection (Nicholls

et al. 1991; Fovell 2002; Fovell et al. 2006). Cell triggering

is attributed to the transient high-frequency waves, which

are continuously generated in response to temporal fluc-

tuations in storm latent heating (Fovell et al. 2006). For

these waves to support the development of downstream

cells, they need to be prevented from vertically propagat-

ing into the stratosphere (Fovell et al. 1992; Alexander and

Holton 2004), with conditions necessary for wave ducting

presented above.

In this study, conditions are favorable to prevent the con-

vectively generated, high-frequency gravity waves from

propagating into the stratosphere. For the 26-K-u0 MABL

experiment, a reference location of 310–330 km is used in

the following discussion given that new cells initiate in this

longitudinal band. At 145min, the environment at the refer-

ence location is minimally impacted by both the storm and the

MABL (Fig. 16a). Conditional instability is present below 5 km

with conditional stability above. The instability is enhanced

closer to the storm (280–300 km) due to a band of lower ues that

forms near 5 km in height immediately ahead of the storm,

which may be a consequence of low-frequency, storm-generated

gravity waves. As the squall linemoves across the domain, so does

the associated enhanced instability. Over the following 40min,

the environment at the reference location is modified by

both the storm and MABL (Figs. 16b,c). The layer of condi-

tional instability intensifies, descends, and compresses to 1–4 km,

as the height of the uesminimum band decreases to 4 km and the

MABL increases the stability below 1km. Consequently, the

environment becomes more favorable for convection from 1 to

4 km, and within ,10min, cells form in this layer (Fig. 16d).

Perhaps more striking is the tropospheric static stability

evolution above 4 km. The initially unmodified environment at

320 km is statically stable, withN2. 13 1024 s22 (saturated or

subsaturated where appropriate) through a majority of the

troposphere and a decrease to 0.5 3 1024 s22 near the tropo-

pause (Fig. 17a). As the storm approaches this location, upper-

tropospheric static stability decreases. A layer of reduced

N2 forms near 11 km and expands downward, reaching 7 km

by 195min, with minimum values below 0.25 3 1024 s22.

Concomitantly, static stability increases between 4 and 7 km.

This unstable over stable vertical configuration helps trap

storm-generated gravity waves. Note, static stability decreases

below 4 km, corresponding to the layer of conditional insta-

bility discussed above.

Spatial variations in N2 at a single time (195min) highlight

the storm’s role in the tropospheric stability change (Fig. 17b).

Near the storm (300 km), the layer of low stability extends from

7 to 11 km in height, but gradually contracts to 8–11 km farther

away over the MABL (360 km). Once sufficiently far from the

storm, tropospheric stability is restored. Such vertical varia-

tions in N2, with similar magnitudes, have been shown to help

trap squall line-generated waves in the troposphere (e.g.,

Fovell et al. 2006; Nicholls et al. 1991).

The change in stability appears to be the combination of

latent heating and cooling associated with the advancing storm.

As the upper portion of the storm approaches the area of in-

terest, the associated warming, centered near 8 km, destabilizes

the layer above and stabilizes the layer below. The advancing

storm anvil and decreasing cloud base is evident in the evolving

precipitationmass fields (Figs. 16b,c), and the vertical profile of

 
vertical motion (20.5m s21 solid red,20.15m s21 dashed red, 0.15m s21 dashed blue, 0.5m s21 solid

blue), precipitation mixing ratio (qprcp . 0.04 g kg21 shaded green, 0.04 g kg21 contoured dark green)

at (a) 165, (b) 185, (c) 195, and (d) 205min. Buoyancy and vertical motion are not included at 205min.
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RH as a descending nose of increasingly higher RH between 6

and 10 km (Fig. 17c).4 Spatial variations in RH illustrate this as

well, with a reduction in RH between 6 and 10 kmmoving from

west to east (Fig. 17d). Evaporative cooling underneath the

anvil may also contribute to the increase in 4–7-km stability

(Parker and Johnson 2004). A layer of negative buoyancy

forms at the interface between the anvil base and clear air

below between 3 and 4 km (Figs. 16b,c), accompanied by an

increase in RH below 4 km, suggesting that diabatic cooling

is maximized at this level. This may also contribute to the

FIG. 16. Cross sections of the experiment with a26-K-u0 1.5-km-deepMABL of 30–35-km y-

averaged saturation equivalent potential temperature (K, shaded), u wind (contoured black

every 3m s21), precipitation mixing ratio (0.04 g kg21 contoured green with larger values

shaded green), and buoyancy (20.01m s22 contoured blue) at (a) 145, (b) 165, (c) 185, and

(d) 195min. White dashed box highlights the area of interest.

4 RH with respect to ice is maximized between 11 and 12 km

and hovers near 85%–90%.
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generation and descent of the layer of reduced ues, as the anvil

base descends as the storm approaches.

In the presence of a favorable vertical stability profile, it has

been shown that enhancements in upper-tropospheric winds

due to a storm’s anvil outflow creates a critical layer in the

unstable layer sufficient to trap the storm’s own gravity waves

(Fovell et al. 2006). The outflow jet can increase the environ-

mental wind to match the gravity wave phase speed, and at

times can cause a reversal in wave-relative wind direction. For

our storm, the precollision squall line-generated gravity waves

propagate at an estimated 22m s21 (not shown). Therefore, the

outflow-enhanced jet speed of.24m s21 between 7 and 10 km

allows c 2 U to approach, and likely fall below (i.e., wind re-

versal) zero in the layer of reduced static stability (Fig. 16).

While the storm creates a low-level thermodynamic envi-

ronment more favorable for convection and an environment

supportive of trapping its own gravity waves, convective cells

do not initiate until the MABLmoves in close proximity to the

storm (Figs. 15 and 16; 195min), implying that the MABL also

plays a critical role. As the MABL moves across the domain,

gravity waves are generated at its leading edge (Fig. 15). Given

the absence of a critical layer, these waves propagate into the

stratosphere; however, we hypothesize their role is twofold

along their trajectory. First, the waves provide amechanism for

ascent within the layer of storm-enhanced instability between 1

and 4 km before they propagate into the stratosphere, which

the storm-generated gravity waves trapped within themid- and

upper troposphere are unable to provide. Alone, however, the

MABL-generated waves are unable to initiate cells within the

ambient conditionally unstable layer. The waves are incapable

of generating cells until they arrive in the region of storm-

enhanced instability. Their second role may be in the con-

structive interference with the storm-generated gravity waves.

The combined impact of the lower-tropospheric MABL-

generated waves and the mid- to upper-tropospheric storm-

generated waves may lead to a layer of ascent with a sufficient

depth and magnitude to support cell initiation in the presence

of storm-enhanced low-level instability.

Similar conditions exist to support precollision cell develop-

ment and wave trapping prior to the collision with the 23-K-u0

1.5-km-deep MABL (Figs. 18–20). Ambient air lifted by the

MABL oscillates vertically in association with the MABL-

induced gravity waves, and fails rise above 2 km until in close

proximity to the storm (Fig. 18). Conditional instability is

present in the environment below 5 km, but again, is enhanced

and confined to a 1–4-km layer immediately downstream of the

storm, associated with a band of storm-reduced ues near 4 km

and theMABL below 1 km (Fig. 19). Upper-troposphere static

stability is reduced near the storm, visible in both the spatial and

temporal evolution of N2 (Fig. 20). As the storm approaches the

region of cell development (270–290km), stability decreases

between 7 and 11 km and increases between 4 and 7km, likely

FIG. 17. Vertical profile from the experiment with a26-K-u0 1.5-km-deep MABL of 30–35-km horizontally

y-averaged Brunt–Väisälä frequency squared (s22; saturated or subsaturated where appropriate) (a) located

at 320 km at 145 (black), 165 (purple), 185 (teal), and 195 min (cyan), and (b) at 195 min located at 300 (dark

blue), 340 (blue), 360 (light blue), 400 (dark gray), and 440 km (light gray). (c) As in (a), but for relative

humidity (RH, %) with respect to water. (d) As in (b), but for relative humidity (RH, %) with respect

to water.
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FIG. 18. As in Fig. 15, but with a 23-K-u0 1.5-km-deep MABL at (a) 135, (b) 150, (c) 160, and

(d) 170min. Buoyancy and vertical motion are not included at 170min.
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associatedwith diabatic processes (Figs. 19c,d and 20c,d).5Again,

instability is enhanced closer to the storm (260km), with a trend

toward a more statically stable troposphere farther away

(400 km). Given the jet within the storm anvil approaches

27m s21 and the wave speed is estimated at 28m s21 (not

shown), c2U likely approaches, but remains above, zero (2–

3m s21) based on this estimate of c.

While the discrete propagation of the squall lines presented

here is due to a combination of storm- and MABL-generated

gravity waves in the presence of storm-enhanced instability,

different physical mechanisms can lead to this type of down-

stream cell development (Fovell et al. 2006). A reduction in the

LFC in the storm-modified environment has been shown to

support the initiation of isolated cells, the beginning stages of a

FIG. 19. As in Fig. 16, but with a 23-K-u0 1.5-km-deep MABL at (a) 135, (b) 150, (c) 160, and

(d) 170min.

5 RH with respect to ice is maximized between 11 and 12 km and

increases from 80% to near 100% between 135 and 170min.
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discrete propagation, by a ‘‘sufficiently deep’’ MABL once it

moved into this environment (LK18). We hypothesized that a

similar mechanism was responsible for the discrete propaga-

tion in the present study, though there were minimal changes

to the LFC in the storm modified environment, indicating that

other processes controlled the precollision cell formation.

e. Sensitivity to collision timing

The timing of the collision between the storm cold pool and

the MABL is altered to ensure that the precollision cell de-

velopment and precipitation peak are not dependent on a

specific stage in the control storm’s life cycle. Further, within

the mid-Atlantic, the distance between the Appalachian

Mountains and the coastline increases moving from north to

south. Given that the Appalachians are a common region for

convective initiation (CI), storms will encounter the coast at

different phases in their life cycle (ceteris paribus). These ex-

periments provide some insight into the impact of the geo-

graphical distance between the location of CI and the coast,

albeit limited insight given the large atmospheric and topo-

graphic parameter space. The collision time is delayed to

330min (1.75 h later; Fig. 2). Only the two deep MABL ex-

periments are presented. Again, isolated cells form down-

stream of both squall lines, indicating that cell initiation is not

sensitive to storm age. Characteristics of cell development

differ slightly from the earlier collision times, however, en-

compassing wider longitudinal bands and with CI occurring

‘‘sooner,’’ when the storms and MABLs are farther apart

(Fig. 21). Consequently, the associated increase in rain occurs

sooner than for the earlier interaction times (Fig. 22). Storm

lifetime is also extended, with more intense storms at later

times (not shown) and longer periods of enhanced rain fol-

lowing the cold pool–MABL collisions (Fig. 22).

4. Discussion

a. Forcing mechanism versus precipitation

The bore and bore-hybrid features provided mechanisms to

successfully move storms over the stable MABLs. While these

features determine whether storms will survive and precipitate

over the coastal waters, they do not govern the intensity of

the precipitation. Considering storms moving over the deep

MABLs, one may conclude that bore-forced storms will pro-

duce more precipitation, while hybrid-forced storms produce

less (Fig. 3), though this is not always true. Storms moving over

the shallower MABLs have similar precipitation, though are

forced by differentmechanisms. This was illustrated in section 3a,

in which evidence indicated that the collective metrics for one

storm were not clearly larger than the other, resulting in similar

total rain. This speaks to the importance of the ambient condi-

tions in determining storm intensity, specifically the control on

the magnitude of the ascent of each lifting mechanism.

Section 3c presented evidence of the stability and verti-

cal wind profile that support the development of the bore,

cold pool–bore hybrid, and cold pool. Though SBCAPE

FIG. 20. As in Fig. 17, but with a23-K-u0 1.5-km-deepMABL (a) located at 280 km at 115 (black), 135 (purple),

150 (teal), and 160min (cyan), and (b) at 170min located at 260 (dark blue), 300 (blue), 320 (light blue), 360 (dark

gray), and 400 km (light gray). (c) As is (a), but for relative humidity (RH, %) with respect to water. (d) As in (b),

but for relative humidity (RH, %) with respect to water.
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(147 J kg21) and MUCAPE (687 J kg21) are low in the envi-

ronment that supports bore development, the vertical profile in

u, ues, and the enhanced vertical wind shear profile (.15m s21

in the lowest 2.5 km), more importantly the flow opposing

the bore motion at the lowest levels due to the moving

MABL, support a robust bore with strong low-level vertical

motion (Fig. 8) and vertical acceleration (Fig. 9) leading to

intense convection. Winds within the lowest 1 km oppose

the motion of the bore, with easterly wind values .6 m s21,

which has been shown to be critical in trapping wave energy

at low-levels in both observations and numerical modeling

(Doviak and Ge 1984; Crook 1988; Fulton et al. 1990). The

vertical motion and acceleration of the hybrid feature are

comparatively weaker, due to the less favorable environ-

ment for trapping gravity wave energy (as presented in

section 3c), including a shallower layer of opposing winds

(0.75 km deep) and a smaller peak easterly value within this

layer of ,4 m s21. Regardless of the larger SBCAPE

(583 J kg21) and similar MUCAPE (587 J kg21), convec-

tion is less intense due to the weaker forcing. This is true

for the control storm as well, with comparatively large

SBCAPE (1226 J kg21) and MUCAPE (1239 J kg21) but weak

vertical motion, leading to the weakest convection. Therefore,

the environmental factors controlling the magnitude of

the vertical motion of these features is the limiting factor,

rather than the magnitude of the stability controlling the

buoyant ascent.

Supportive evidence is provided by 2D simulated coastal

squall lines in an RKW-type environment (LK18). Bores

also formed following the collision between lower-buoyancy

MABLs and higher-buoyancy cold pools, and hybrid features

formed when the buoyancies were similar; however, storms

forced by bores produced the least precipitation, storms forced

by hybrid features produced more precipitation, and those

forced by surface-based cold pools while over the MABL

(BMABL.Bcoldpool) produced the most rain. These differences

occurred in response to the magnitude of the ascent and

vertical acceleration, rather than differences in CAPE.

Vertical motion associated with the bore was the weakest,

while that associated with the cold pool was the strongest due

to the ambient conditions. Therefore, the buoyancy rela-

tionship between the cold pool and MABL can determine

the physical ascent mechanism to support storms moving

over the coastal waters, but the ambient stability and wind

profile plays an important role in the associated precipitation

development by determining the intensity of the vertical

motion associated with each feature. The environment sup-

ports either the amplification or suppression of these lifting

FIG. 21. Plan view of 2–7-km vertically averaged precipitation mixing ratio (g kg21) at

285min for storms colliding with the 1.5-km-deep (a) 26- and (b) 23-K-u0 MABL at ap-

proximately 330min into the simulation.
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mechanisms, magnitude of the vertical motion, and thus the

associated precipitation.

b. Implications for associated hazards

It has been shown that low-level coastal heterogeneities,

specifically moving marine layers (i.e., sea breezes), modify

squall line precipitation and dynamics. As such, this has im-

plications for the resulting hazards and hazard prediction,

which are addressed below.

1) Squall lines do not always weaken at the coast due to the

MABL, but can actually intensify.

2) The development of precollision cells can increase the

likelihood of flooding and flash flooding as storms approach

the coast. Cell development is also associated with the

discrete propagation of a storm; Cells become the storm’s

new leading edge during reorganization near the MABL

boundary, causing the parent storm to weaken. Consequently,

the leading edge of the storm appears tomove faster than its

translation speed, an apparent acceleration, and the asso-

ciated hazards arrive sooner than anticipated. Effectively,

this widens the region of convective precipitation as the

storm undergoes reorganization. This is especially prob-

lematic in regions of offshore recreational, commercial, and

military activities.

3) The peak in total rain associated with these precollision

cells is sensitive to MABL depth, temperature, and matu-

rity of the storm, which may be exploited for predictability.

5. Summary and conclusions

Cloud-resolving numerical simulations were used to isolate

and quantify the impact of coastal moving marine boundary

layers on squall lines, with a focus on storms over the U.S. mid-

Atlantic. Storm sensitivity to a parameter space of MABL

characteristics, including depth and temperature, was ex-

plored. There are several important findings from this work.

A squall line encountering and moving over a cold, deep

(i.e., 26-K-u0 1500-m) MABL can in fact intensify, with more

convective updrafts and larger precipitation than in the ab-

sence of a MABL. Storm intensity was smaller in the presence

of an equally deep, but relatively warmer (23-K-u0) MABL.

This indicates that squall line intensity can be sensitive to

MABL temperature, but only for sufficiently deep MABLs.

There were little differences in precipitation and updraft vol-

ume and intensity for storms moving over a26- and a23-K-u0

750-m-deep MABL.

Mechanisms that propagate storms over the offshore stable

layer is dependent on the buoyancy of the cold pool and

MABL. The physical encounter between the two is relatively

abrupt, leading the development of gravity wave-type fea-

tures, which lift air parcels from above and within the upper

portion of the MABL into the storm. A bore results from the

collision when the buoyancy of the MABL is lower than that

of the storm cold pool, while a hybrid cold pool–bore forms

when the buoyancy of the two are similar, consistent with

previous work. While these features provide a mechanism to

move storms offshore, they do not necessarily determine

storm intensity.

As squall lines and MABLs approach one another, the

storms propagated discretely. A field of isolated convective

cells formed downstream and parallel to the primary storm,

and after reorganization, became the new leading line. This led

to an apparent acceleration of the storm and an increase in

precipitation prior to the storm cold pool–MABL collision.

Cells formed through the interaction between storm- and

MABL-generated gravity waves in the presence of storm-

enhanced instability. As the MABLs moved across the do-

main, no convection resulted from the associated lift at their

leading edges nor the gravity waves that emanated from the

front; however, once the MABLs approached the storms,

convection initiated indicating that cell development was due

to a different mechanism. The squall lines modified their

downstream environment, specifically by reducing upper-level

stability (8–11 km) while stabilizing the midlevels (4–7 km), as

well as increasing the upper-level winds through storm outflow.

They also emanated high-frequency gravity waves. The energy

of the waves was trapped in the favorable storm-modified

environment, but propagated into the stratosphere further

downstream. Alone, these waves were unable to generate the

cells as well. Once theMABL and storm came in close contact,

the constructive interference between the storm- and MABL-

generated waves in the presence of a storm-modified stability

vertical profile supported cell development. Cell development

was insensitive to storm age, with cells developing downstream

of more mature squall lines that encountered a MABL later in

their life cycle.

For observed squall line events, the parameter space of

MABL and environmental characteristics is large and dy-

namic, owing to the global extent over which coastal squall

lines occur (midlatitudes to tropics). Simulating storms in this

myriad of conditions is realistically unfeasible. Consistencies in

the physical processes presented herein and our prior 2D work

FIG. 22. Time series of the total mass of rain in the domain for

control experiment with noMABL (black), storms interacting with

the 1.5-km-deep26-K-u0 (dashed light blue) and 23-K-u0 (dashed
light red) MABL at 225min, and storms interacting with the

1.5-km-deep26-K-u0 (solid dark blue) and23K-u0 (solid dark red)
MABLat 330min. The gray linemarks the approximate time of the

delayed collision (330min) between the storms and MABLs.
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using a different base state suggest that a comprehensive un-

derstanding of the dominant controls on coastal squall lines is

attainable without such a laborious task. Further, implicit in

this work is the sensitivity of coastal squall lines to small dif-

ferences in MABL characteristics. MABL temperature and

depth values were intentionally chosen to highlight the dif-

ferent possible regimes within the bounds of observations; a

18–28C difference in u0 and a 0.1–0.3-km difference in depth

produced minimal differences in fundamental physical pro-

cesses. Future work is needed to more rigorously test this

sensitivity, as well as to include additional coastal complexities,

such as orography.
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APPENDIX

Analytic Thermodynamic Profile for the Mid-Atlantic
Coastal Plain

For the ‘‘mid-Atlantic’’ thermodynamic profile, the vertical

profile of potential temperature (u) through the boundary

layer is

u[k]5

�
(u

bl
2 u

sfc
)3

z[k]

D
bl

�
1 u

sfc
, (A1)

where ubl5 302K is the potential temperature at the top of the

boundary layer, usfc5 300K is the potential temperature at the

surface, z is height (m) at the vertical grid point [k], andDbl 5
1000m is the depth of the boundary layer. From the top of the

boundary layer to 12 km,
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while above 12 km
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The full vertical profile of the water vapor mixing ratio (qy)

is first determined by

q
y
[k]5

«3 e[k]

p[k]2 e[k]
, (A4)

« is the ratio of the gas constant for dry air (Rd5 287.04Jkg21K21)

and the gas constant for water vapor (Ry 5 461 J kg21 K21),

e is the vapor pressure (Pa),

e5 e
s
3RH, (A5)

with the saturation vapor pressure (es),

e
s
[k]5 611:23 exp

�
17:673T[k]

T[k]1 243:5

�
, (A6)

p is pressure (Pa) with the surface pressure specified as psfc 5
968 hPa,T is temperature (8C), and RH is the relative humidity

(%) held constant at 85%. The vertical profile of the vapor

mixing ratiowithin the boundary layer (qy(bl)) is thenmodified to

q
y(bl)
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�
1 q
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where qy(sfc) is the water vapor mixing ratio at the surface

specified as 0.014 kg kg21. For reference, CAPE is approxi-

mately 400 J kg21 lower than for WK82, with a more saturated

environment from the level of free convection (LFC) to

600 hPa.
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